ADVANTAGES OF BATTERY DE-SULFATER
s Reduces battery failure

s Limits internal heating

s Preserves new batteries

s Eliminates resistance by up to 50%

s Keeps PbO2 spongy and soft

s Prevents damage from overcharging

s Eradicates and reverses
sulfation damage

s Restores mechanically
sound sulfated batteries

s Increases power efficiency

s Non-Hazardous

s Lengthens battery life

s 100% Guaranteed

How Battery De-Sulfater Works
Battery De-Sulfater is a non-acid chemical formula which breaks down deadly sulfation
corrosion that has formed on plates and insulators and restores normal action in cells. The
chemicals in Battery De-Sulfater are safe for all new and used lead acid batteries. It has
an indefinite shelf-life and is unconditionally guaranteed to restore, improve and prolong
the life of mechanically sound lead-acid batteries regardless of make, age, or size.
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Don’t discard a sulfated battery, rejuvenate it.
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TO WATCH A SHORT 4-MINUTE VIDEO EXPLAINING HOW BATTERY DE-SULFATER WORKS, VISIT WWW.THERMOIL.COM AND CLICK “BATTERY DE-SULFATER”.
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